First Things: Faithfulness

■ Last Week: (Genesis 26) Isaac Reopened Wells That Abraham Had First Dug Years Before

■ We Must Reopen The Wells:
  - Salvation
  - Holy Spirit Baptism
  - Divine Healing
  - 2nd Coming

■ Don’t Neglect The Fundamentals Of Your Faith—Reopen The Wells
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FIRST THINGS FAITHFULNESS:

■ How Does God Choose Whom He Wants To Use?"

■ 1 Corinthians 4:2 (NIV) (2) Now it is required that those who have been given a trust must prove faithful.

■ “FAITHFUL” = “Trustworthy, Reliable, True, Dependable And Unfailing “ (Rick Renner – Sparkling Gems)
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■ When God Is Looking For Someone To Accomplish A Task, He Is Always Looking For One Thing In Those That He Uses: Faithfulness

■ Question to Us: Have We Been Faithful And Reliable With What We Have Been Given?
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- Faithfulness = To Be Faithful And Trustworthy
- To Be Unwavering In Our Commitment To God
- To Be Constant, Staunch, Steady, Enduring.
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■ The Faithful Are Those Whom God Is Looking For

■ Faithfulness Is Based Relationship With God.

   It Is Earmarked With Honesty, Integrity, Humility, And A Real On-Fire Walk With God
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■ A GREAT FIRST THINGS FAITHFULNESS: DANIEL

Daniel Determined That He Would Do Nothing To Down-grade His Faith In God

Let’s Read Daniel 1:8-21

Daniel Is Used & Gifted By The Lord Because Of His Faithfulness
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- Let’s Read Daniel 6:16-28

- Daniel Was A Man Of Irrefutable Faithfulness – That Is Why God Could Count On Him Use Him
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- Daniel "Resolved" In His Heart Not To Defile Himself

- Daniel’s Resolve And Faithfulness Went Hand In Hand

- We Can Learn From Daniel: The Importance & Value Of Refusing To Compromise That Stems From Faithfulness

- Daniel Is Remembered For His Faithfulness And For His Refusal To Compromise
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What Are God’s Requirements For Divine Revelation & Spiritual Use?

- A Separated Life
- An All-Consuming Conviction Of Truth
- A Life Of Faithfulness
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- Faithfulness Helps You To Be Decisive
- Faithfulness Helps You To Serve The Lord—
- Faithfulness Helps You To Stand For The Lord
- Faithfulness Helps To Prevent You From Being Sidetracked
- Faithfulness Helps You To Be Steadfast
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- Jesus Cheers the Faithful In scripture:
  - Faithful servants prove trustworthy – Mt 24:45; 25:21-23
  - Faithful Believers Are Steadfast & Enduring

- First Things Faithfulness Means:
  We Will Be Trustworthy And Reliable In Order That We Might Bring Glory To God!